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Abstract

In inexact information retrieval, it is often necessary to know the importance of

the various descriptive features of the objects to be retrieved for appraising the

extent to which they fit a query. Elegant solutions to this problem have been

developed for documents with textual, flat formats but not for objects with complex,

structural representations, highly interrelated and organised according to

classification schemes that change frequently. Information structured according

to this latter object-oriented form is normally found in engineering databases,

such as software repositories. This paper presents a model for estimating the

importance of the various descriptive features of such objects on the basis of their

modelling in classification schemes. The model does not require any  sort of

importance related information from the user, is computationaly effective and

has been applied successfully, as a constituent of a computational model of

similarity, to the retrieval of software artifacts for reuse.

1. Introduction

Often, effective information retrieval requires the specification of imprecise queries, where the

characteristics of the objects to be retrieved and their significance may not be known with

certainty or completely. This is particularly true in the retrieval of information from databases,

which store objects with complex structures and are organised according to multi-dimensional

classification schemes that may be revised in the context of their use. Software repositories [4,

30] are examples of such databases since they store artifacts (e.g. requirements specifications,

designs and code components), which are described in varying degrees of abstraction and

granularity, are grouped into multiple and possibly overlapping workspaces and need to be

maintained in diverse levels of consistency, completeness and visibility [4,5]. The most effective

queries in such settings take the form "retrieve everything that is like X" where X is a partially
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described object. Being able to distinguish the importance of the various features of the objects to



be retrieved in such cases (including both those that match the features of X and those that do

not) is crucial for appraising the extent to which they fit the "query".

The retrieval methods that have been developed for textual documents, such as the free-indexing

scheme [35] provide elegant solutions to this sort of inexact querying. The document collections

are indexed by terms, which are weighted by the frequency of their appearance in the document

of interest or in sets of documents that have been successfully retrieved in the past (i.e. relevance

feedback [33,34]). However, their counterpart retrieval methods for data in complex, structural

representations are weak. Some of these, such as the faceted classification scheme [31], assume

that the classification and the structure of the objects are perfect from the initial stages of the

database design and remain stable across its life cycle. Consequently, the importance of the

various features in these structures is known in advance and does not change. Often, these

hypotheses turn to be wrong. Other methods rely on assessments of feature importance, which

are directly provided by the users [30, 32] and as such become weak whenever users are not able

to give these estimates.

In this paper, we present a model of estimating the importance of the features of objects with

complex structures, which are organised according to multiple classification schemes that change

frequently. This model, referred to as salience model in the following, has been defined for a

generic representation framework, which can provably accommodate various languages  for

creating complex, structural descriptions of artifacts [3,4]. In this framework, “features” correspond

to attributes of various types. The salience model is articulated around a set of properties, which

are concerned with the modelling of attributes in classification schemes, namely the charactericity,

abstractness, determinance, and dominance. A binary appraisal of these properties for a specific

attribute is possible due to the logical conditions defining them but it may prove sensitive to

flaws and incompleteness of classification schemes. To deal with this sensitivity the salience

model provides functions which relax the property conditions and measure the extent to which

they are satisfied given a classification scheme. These functions are interpreted as Dempster-Shafer

beliefs [16]. The salience model relies solely on the modelling of attributes and does not require

any sort of special, user-supplied information for judging their importance. The salience model

has been applied as a constituent of a computational model of similarity [23] to  the retrieval of

software artifacts for reuse with promising results [19, 20, 22] . A detailed discussion of these

applications is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in the cited references.

In the rest of this paper, we introduce the representation framework of the model (§2), discuss

the properties underlying attribute importance (§3), introduce the belief functions which measure

the extent to which these properties are

satisfied by specific attributes (§4),  present algorithms for computing the functions of the model

and analyse their complexity (§5), give an example of salience estimation (§6), and conclude with

a discussion of the open research issues of this work (§7). An appendix with proofs of various

properties of the salience model is also attached.

2. Representation framework
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The salience model assumes a representation framework with objects described using attributes,

classification and generalisation relations. This framework is provided by Telos, an object-oriented

knowledge representation language [10].

Telos treats entities and relationships uniformly as objects with equal rights. Objects may belong

to one or more classes, which introduce different kinds of attributes, consequently used for

building up object descriptions. Classification relations have a set-membership semantics. Classes

themselves are objects, which are classified under metaclasses, metaclasses are objects classified

under metametaclasses and so on. Furthermore, classes (but not individual objects) can be

related through (multiple) generalisation relations (i.e. Isa relations) with classes at the same

classification level (i.e. classes generalise to other classes, metaclasses to metaclasses and so on).

Isa relations have a set-inclusion semantics and therefore they enable the inheritance of attributes

from superclasses to subclasses. Attributes, as first-object citizens, can be grouped into classes,

generalise into superclasses and have their own attributes.

Telos objects are partitioned according to their classification level into Tokens and Classes.

Classes are further partitioned into Simple Classes, Meta Classes, Meta Meta Classes and so on.

They are also partitioned according to their role into Individuals (objects modelling entities) and

Attributes (objects modelling properties and/or relations). These partitions give rise to four

categories of objects having the following tuple forms:

Individual Tokens (It): oi = [In,A]

Individual Classes (Ic): oi = [In,Isa,Sub,A]

Attribute Tokens (At): oi = [From,In,A,To]

Attribute Classes (Ac): oi = [From,In,Isa,Sub,A,To]

In these forms, i is an internal unique object identifier for oi; In is a set of object identifiers

denoting the classes of oi (oi is said to be an instance of the classes in In); Isa is a set of object

identifiers denoting the superclasses of oi ; Sub is a set of object identifiers denoting the subclasses

of oi; A is a set of object identifiers denoting the direct attributes (i.e. those not inherited) of oi;

From is the identifier of the object which oi; is an attribute of; and To is the identifier of the

object which is the value (class-range) of attribute object (attribute class) oi.

Each Telos object has a logical name. Logical names are unique to individual objects but possibly

shared by more than one attribute objects of different classes. Telos classes have intentions

(INT[i]) , which include the identifiers of the attributes they introduce or inherit from their

superclasses. They also have extensions, (EXT[i]), which include the identifiers of their instances.

In addition, each Telos attribute class has:

i) an original class, i.e. the most general superclass of it which has the same logical name with it,

defined as:

Definition 1: The original class of an attribute class i is a class j such that
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(j ´ oi.Isa) and ((n(i) = n(j)) and (⁄ ( · x1: ( x1 ́  oi.Isa) and (x1 ´ oj.Isa) and (n(i) = n(x1)))))



where n  is an M:1 mapping from the set of object identifiers to the set of object logical names. The

object corresponding to j is denoted as OCi

ii) a domain class, i.e. the domain class of its original class, which is defined as:

Definition 2: The  domain class of an attribute class i is the domain l of its original class j that is

l= OCi.From. The object corresponding to l is denoted as DCi.

iii) a scope, i.e. the set of classes it applies to, which is defined as:

Definition 3: The scope of an attribute i S[i] is defined as:

S[i] = DCi.Sub

iv) a set of refining classes , i.e. the set of classes which inherit it and specialise its class-range,

which is defined as:

Definition 4: The set of the refining classes of an attribute i R[i] is defined as:

R[i] = { c | (c e S[i]) and (· x1 : (x1 e oc.A) and (n(i) = n(x1))) }

and

v) a set of possible ranges., i.e. the set of the different classes it has as ranges in the various

classes of its scope, which is defined as:

Definition 5: The set of possible ranges of an attribute i AR[i] is defined as:

AR[i] = { x | (· x1 , x2 : (x1 e R[i]) and (x2 e ox1
.A) and (n(x2) = n(i)) and (ox2

.To = x))

3. Properties underlying attribute importance

The importance of attributes is assessed on the basis of three primitive properties, namely the

charactericity, abstractness, and determinance .

3.1 Charactericity

Charactericity is meant to express the ability of an attribute to distinguish between the various

classes which introduce or inherit it in a classification scheme.  Charactericity is appraised by

the refinement of the attribute, that is the specialisation of its range-class, by the classes in its

scope. Each refinement reflects how a subclass differs from its superclasses with respect to the

attribute in hand. An attribute which has a distinct range-class for each class in its scope is said

to be characteristic. Formally:

Definition 6: An attribute i is characteristic CHi if and only if |S[i]| = |AR[i]|
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Figure 1: A classification scheme for object types in programming languages

Consider, for example, the attributes in figure 1, which presents a classification scheme of object

types in object oriented programming developed to support the static analysis of software code

[6]. The attribute method  (it expresses the methods of an object type) is characteristic, since it

has distinct range classes in all the classes of its scope. Unlike it, the attribute author is not

characteristic. The way it has been modelled implies that nothing, worth representing in the

classification scheme, differentiates between the software engineers, who implement Eiffel, CooL

or C++ object types. Similarly, the textual annotations of object types, cf. attribute description in

figure 1, are not characteristic.

3.2 Abstractness

Different attributes have different significance for the structure and behaviour of their objects.

Some of them are essential parts of the object structure or necessary for the object behaviour.

Other have only a descriptive role. Consider, for example, the difference between two attributes

that may be associated with different sorts of vehicles, namely the steering system and the

transportation number. The former is essential for driving any sort of vehicle (e.g. airplanes,

ships, cars), while the latter neither applies to all vehicles (e.g. airplanes) nor relates to the

ability of the cars to move.

Often, this significance of attributes for the structure and the behaviour of objects is indicated by

the class which introduces them in a classification scheme (i.e. their domain class). This class,

like any other, may be distinguished into abstract and concrete, according to whether or not it

has instances of its own, these are instances of the class which are instances of any of its

subclasses [9, 29]. Abstract classes tend to introduce attributes which are essential for the

structure and the behaviour of their instances [15]. Unlike them, concrete classes introduce
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introduced by the abstract class of vehicles and is refined by its subclasses including cars, ships

& airplanes. On the other hand, the transportation number is introduced by the concrete class of

cars.

Car

Transportation
Number

Isa attribute

Vehicle

Airplane

SteeringSystem steeringSystem

AirplaneSteering
System

transportation
Number

steeringSystem

CarSteering
System

Ship

ShipSteering
System

steeringSystem steeringSystem

Figure 2: A classification scheme for vehicles

In line with these observations, we introduce the abstractness of attributes as a property which

reflects their behavioural and structural significance and we define it on the basis of the abstractness

of the original domain classes of attributes:

Definition 7: A class i is abstract ABi , if and only if EXT[i] = EXTs[i] where EXTs [i] is the

shared extension of  i defined as:

EXTs[c] = { x | (c e ox.In) and (· y: (c e oy .Isa) and (y e ox .In)) }

Consequently, abstract attributes are defined as:

Definition 8: An attribute i is abstract ABSi if and only if its original domain class DCi is

abstract.

3.3 Determinance

Determinance is introduced as a property reflecting the ability of the values of certain attributes

to determine the values of other attributes. For example, the model of a car could dictate the

place where it has been produced if the relevant manufacturer produces its different models in

different places. Attributes with this property will be said to be determinative. In general, such

dependencies may exist between values of arbitrary attributes. However, in this paper we are

concerned only with dependencies between the values of attributes which have the same domain

and a special case of them, namely the total equivalencies. These dependencies have the special

property that their existence may be possible to preclude given the modelling of attributes in

classification schemes.
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x: Dx › Ix

y: Dy › Iy

where Dx, Ix and Dy, Iy denote the domains and the images (i.e. the set of the actual values of an

attribute) of x and y, respectively. Y will depend on x (a proposition denoted by Mxy) only if they

have identical domains (i.e. both of them apply to exactly the same set of objects): Dx = Dy. A

dependency is then defined as a mapping M: Ix › Iy. A total equivalence between x and y exists

in cases where M is an isomorphism.

The domain equality condition of dependencies may be checked in two ways. First, we may check

the equality of the unions of the extensions of the classes in the scopes of two attributes i and j:

Ûx e S[i] EXT[x] = Ûy e S[j] EXT[y]). This check may prove sensitive to either an incomplete population

of objects in the relevant extensions or incorrect classifications of objects in reference to classes

in S[i] and S[j].

C1 C2

C3

C4

x y

EXT(C1) EXT(C2)

EXT(C3)

EXT(C4)

domain of x domain of y

Case 1: Non Common Classes

EXT(C2)

EXT(C1) EXT(R2)

EXT(R1)

EXT(R3)

x2x1x1

C1C2

R2 R1 R3

Case 2: Non Common Refinements

M

M

has extension
dependency mapping

attribute
Isa

Figure 3: Uncommon classes & refinements of attributes

Alternatively, we may check the equality of the scopes of i and j: S[i] = S[j]. If not equal, S[i] and

S[j] will have non common classes which indicate that i and j do not have the same domain.

Consider for example the attributes x and y in case 1 of figure 3. The classes C1 and C2 do not

belong to the scopes of both x and y. C1 and C2 cannot be plausibly expected to have identical

extensions at instances of time or otherwise there would be no need for maintaining both of them

in the same classification scheme. Notice that this might not be true for their extensions at a

particular instance of time. Nevertheless, in general there must be objects which belong to C1

but not C2 and vice versa. Hence, we will consider dependencies between x and y as not definable

(i.e. Mxy or Myx ) whenever:

(cnd 1) : S[x] ≠ S[y]

Total equivalencies may only exist if an additional condition is satisfied. This condition requires

totally equivalent attributes to have the same refining classes. Case 2 in figure 3 exemplifies this
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condition. The attribute x1 (introduced by C1) is inherited and refined by class C2 unlike the



attribute x2, which is inherited but not refined by C2. If a total equivalence isomorphic mapping

between these two attributes could be defined their images with respect to C1 and C2, should

have equal numbers of elements (|EXT(R1)| = |EXT(R3)| and |EXT(R2)| = |EXT(R3)|). However,

since x1 is refined by C2 its image with respect to C2 will have fewer elements than its image

with respect to C1 (since R2 is a subset of R1 |EXT(R2)| < |EXT(R1)|1) which is a contradiction.

Hence, it is not possible to define a total equivalence mapping between the images of two

attributes i and j whenever their refining classes do not coincide:

(cnd 2) :((S[i] - R[i]) Ù R[j])) Û ((S[j] - R[j]) Ù R[j]) ≠ º

This condition, like cnd1, is not concerned with the actual values of attributes and focuses on

their modelling in classification schemes. In our view, such checks are less sensitive to

incompleteness and flaws in describing objects since classification schemes are normally better

thought of, and more carefully designed than descriptions of individual objects.

According to cnd1 and cnd2 no dependency mapping and total equivalencies can be defined

between the attributes worksFor and qualification in figure 5 ( a classification scheme for different

types of employees in a research institute). By contrast a dependency, even a total equivalence,

may exist between the attributes worksFor and belongsTo  (it express the research group of a

researcher). These attributes have identical scopes and they are not refined separately. Intuitively,

projects are normally allocated to research groups and thus the projects a researcher is involved

in will depend on his(her) group. However, it must be pointed out that, failing to preclude the

definability of a dependency mapping indicates that a dependency might exist but it doesn't

necessarily imply it.

ResearchStaff

 Administrative
 Staff

Research
Group

 belongsTo

SeniorResearchers

 PostGraduate
 Degree

PhDDegree

 ResearchProject

 manages

Qualification

 Associate
 Researchers

UniversityDegree

 Isa  attribute

 ResearchInstitute
 Employee

qualification

 worksFor

 qualification qualification

 qualification

 qualification

 MastersDegree

Figure 5: A classification scheme for employees in a research institute

On the basis of interattribute dependencies determinative attributes are defined as it follows:

Definition 9: An attribute  i is determinative DETi , if and only if
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According to this definition, it is sufficient to identify even one dependency between an attribute

i and another attribute j of some class in its scope, for characterising i as determinative.

3.4 Dominance

Dominance is introduced as a compound property of attributes to reflect their importance, and is

defined on the basis of their charactericity, abstractness and determinance:

Definition 10:  An attribute  i is dominant DOMi , if and only if

(ABSi and CHi) or DETi

According to this definition, attributes have to be both abstract and characteristic, or determinative

for being dominant. Thus, we make sure that attributes which may satisfy the defining conditions

of charactericity and abstractness as extreme cases won't be considered as dominant. In fact,

there might be attributes which are introduced by abstract classes only because they apply to all

of their subclasses although they have no significant role for either the behaviour or the structure

of the underlying objects. For example, the attribute description of the class PLObjectType in

figure 1 has no significance for the structure and the behaviour of object types. Also there might

be attributes, which are introduced by leaf classes in classification schemes, and as such they

satisfy the defining condition of charactericity. Nevertheless, such attributes do not have a

general discriminatory value for the entire scheme. For example, the attribute keyParameters of

the class CooLPersistentObjectType  in figure 1, which indicates the parameters of an object

whose values need to be saved for making it persistent, does not distinguish between types in the

different languages accommodated by the scheme.

4. Salience of Attributes

4.1 Sensitivity of logical conditions

The logical conditions which define the charactericity, abstractness and determinance may prove

sensitive to flaws and incompleteness in classification schemes and consequently not be satisfied

by attributes which have the relevant properties or satisfied by attributes which do not.

For instance, the charactericity condition (i.e. |AR[i]| = |S[i]|) may be violated due to the

presence of classes in classification schemes, which reflect the introduction or refinement of one

or more attributes, other than the attribute whose charactericity is being appraised. Consider as

an example the attribute method in figure 1. This attribute fails to satisfy the condition of

charactericity because it does not have a distinct range for the class PLEncapsulatedObjectType.

PLEncapsulatedObjectType groups a subset of object types implemented in various programming

languages, which have distinct accessible and encapsulated  parts, these are accessible and protected

state variables and methods of the types,
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respectively [9]. The grouping of PLEncapsulatedObjectType is independent form other



characteristics that differentiate between methods of different object types and shouldn’t affect

the appraisal of method as a characteristic attribute.
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 Temporary
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Figure 7: An extended classification scheme for employees

Also, the condition distinguishing between abstract and non abstract classes (i.e. EXTs [c] = EXT

[c]) may be violated by objects, which are not defined as instances of the class they should but

some superclass of it.

Schema incompleteness may also result in an accidental satisfaction of the conditions implying

the non-definability of interattribute dependencies, defying intuition behind the relevant cases.

An example is presented in figure 6 where the non-refinement of the attribute

employmentAggreement by the class ResearchStaff makes cnd2 true regarding this attribute and

the attribute qualification. Consequently, a dependency mapping between them will be precluded,

although it could be intuitively argued that since different kinds of employment agreements may

require certain types of qualifications from employees (e.g. a research contract presumes the

possession of a postgraduate degree) a dependency between those two attributes exists.

The salience model deals with these problems by making inexact inferences  about the truth

values of the properties underlying dominance  based on uncertainty measures. This alternative

to the logical inferences presented so far is articulated around the concept of attribute salience.

Salience is introduced as belief that an attribute is dominant. It is estimated from measures of

evidence for the truth values of the properties underlying dominance, obtained by functions,

which measure the extent to which the conditions of the properties are "satisfied". These functions

are interpreted as Dempster-Shafer beliefs [16], since, as we prove in the appendix, they satisfy

the axiomatic foundation of such beliefs.

4.2 Frame of discernment
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The definition and combination of the functions measuring the evidence for the charactericity,

abstractness and determinance is based on the introduction of a frame of discernment Ái [16] for

each attribute i.

Ái consists of vectors of variables [vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] that indicate the truth values of the

charactericity, the abstractness and the determinance of the attribute i. In these vectors,vc is a

variable indicating the truth value of the charactericity of i, va is a variable indicating the truth

value of abstractness of i, and vm1,vm2,...,vmn are variables indicating the definability of a

dependency mapping between i and each of the n  other attributes of the classes in its scope. By

convention, when the value of any of these variables is 1 the relevant property holds for the

attribute and when it is 0 it does not. Each vector represents the conjunction of the porpositions

expressed by its elements. A set of vectors represents the disjunction of the propositions expressed

by its elements. Given Ái, the properties underlying the dominance of i correspond to the following

subsets of it:

CHi – {[vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] | vc = 1}

(i.e. the set of all vectors where vc equals 1)

CHi – { [vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] | vc = 0 }

ABSi – { [vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] | va = 1 }

ABSi – { [vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] | va = 0 }

DETi – Ûj=1
n Mij where Mij – { [vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] | vmj = 1 }

DETi – Ùj=1
n Mijwhere Mij – { [vc,va,vm1,vm2,...,vmn] | vmj = 0 }

DOMi – (CHi Ù ABSi) Û DETi

DOMi – (CHi Û ABSi) Ù DETi

Notice that, if a subset X of Ái is viewed as a logical proposition then the complement set of X

with respect to Ái denotes its negation X. Ái enables a rigorous definition of the evidence functions

for i and their combination in the context of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (cf. appendix

A2).

4.3 The evidence for charactericity

The evidence for the charactericity of an attribute is measured by a function, which relaxes the

definition of charactericity:

Definition 11: The evidence to the charactericity of an attribute i, mi
ch is defined as

12



mi
ch(P)= ci     if P = CHi

mi
ch(P)= 1 - ci     if P = CHi

mi
ch(P)=0     if P Ï Á & P ≠ CHi & P ≠ CHi

where ci = |AR [i]|/|S[i]|.

mi
ch equals to 1 whenever definition 6 is satisfied (|AR[i]|=|S[i]| › ci = 1 ). Furthermore, it

satisfies the axiomatic foundation of the Dempster-Shafer basic probability assignments (cf.

appendix A2), and therefore it is interpreted as such:

Theorem 1: The evidence measure mi
ch is a basic probability assignment.

4.4 The evidence for abstractness

The evidence for the abstractness of an attribute is measured by a function, which relaxes the

logical definition of the abstractness of its domain class:

Definition 12: The evidence to the abstractness of an attribute i, mi
a whose domain class  is the

class  j is defined as

mi
a(P)= ej     if P = ABSi

mi
a(P)= 1 - ej     if P = ABSi

mi
a(P)= 0     if P Ï Á & P ≠ ABSi & P ≠ ABSi

 where

ej = | EXTs [j] |/ EXT[j]   if EXT[j] ≠ º

ej = 0   if EXT[j] = º

mi
a equals to 1 whenever definition 8 is satisfied (if EXT[j] ≠ º,|EXTs[j]|=|EXT[j]|, and EXT[j]≠º

then ej = 1). Also, it satisfies the axiomatic foundation of the Dempster-Shafer basic probability

assignments (cf. appendix A2), and therefore it is interpreted as such:

Theorem 2: The evidence measure mi
a is a basic probability assignment.

4.5 Evidence for indefinability of dependencies

The evidence for the indefinability of a dependency mapping between two attributes i and j due

to non common scopes is measured by the following function:

Definition 13: The evidence to the indefinability of a dependency mapping between an attribute i

13

and an attribute j due to non-common scopes mij
ncsis defined as



mij
ncs(P)= dij     if P = Mj

mij
ncs(P)= 1 - dij     if P = Á

mij
ncs(P)= 0     if P Ï Á & P ≠ Mj & P ≠ Á

where dij = (|S[i] - S[j]| + |S[j] - S[i]|) / (|S[i] Û S[j]|).

According to mij
nc, the more the non-common classes in the scopes of two attributes the more

evident the inability to define a dependency mapping between them. mij
ncs is a basic probability

assignment:

Theorem 3: The evidence measure mij
ncs is a basic probability assignment.

Notice that, mij
nc does not provide evidence in favour of a dependency mapping between two

attributes i and j when they have exactly the same scopes. In this case, it assigns a belief equal

to 1 to the whole frame of discernment Á, which indicates complete ignorance about whether or

not a dependency mapping between exists.

4.6 Evidence for indefinability of total equivalencies

The evidence for the indefinability of total equivalence mappings between two attributes i and j,

due to non-common refinements in a classification scheme is measured by the following function:

Definition 14: The evidence to the indefinability of a total equivalence mapping between an

attribute i and an attribute j, due to non-common refinements in a classification scheme, mij
nc,r is

defined as

mij
ncr(P)= rij     if P = Mj

mij
ncr(P)= 1 - rij     if P = Á

mij
ncr(P)= 0     if P Ï Á & P ≠ Mj & P ≠ Á

 where rij = (|(S[i] - R[i]) Ù R[j]| + |(S[j] - R[j]) Ù R[i]|) / (|R[i] Û R[j]|).

According to mij
ncr , the more the non-common refinements of two attributes in a classification

scheme, the more likely to be unable to define a total equivalence mapping between them. mij
ncr is

a basic probability assignment:

Theorem 4: The evidence measure mij
ncr is a basic probability assignment.

Similarly to mij
ncs, mij

ncr does not favour the definability of a total equivalence mapping between

two attributes when they have identical scopes and are refined by exactly the same classes. If

((S[i] - R[i]) Ù R[j]) Û ((S[j] - R[j]) Ù R[i]) is empty then rij equals to 0 and a belief equal to 1 is

assigned to Á.
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The total belief and plausibility for the dominance of an attribute i, Bel(DOMi) and P*(DOMi),

are estimated by combining the basic probability assignments mi
ch and mi

a with the assignment

mij
ncs if all possible interattribute dependencies are taken into account:

Theorem 5: The combination of the basic probability assignments mi
a, mi

ch and mncs results into

the following total belief and plausibility for the dominance of i:

Bel(DOMi) = ci eu

Bel(DOMi) = (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n dij

P*(DOMi) = 1- (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n dij

where u = DCi .

The belief and plausibility measures for the dominance of i are estimated by combining the basic

probability assignments mi
ch, mi

a, mij
ncs and mij

ncr when only total equivalencies are taken into

account:

Theorem 6: The combination of the basic probability assignments mi
a, mi

ch, mij
ncs and mij

ncr

results into the following total belief and plausibility for the dominance of i:

Bel(DOMi) = ci eu

Bel(DOMi) = (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - rij) (1 - dij))

P*(DOMi) = 1- (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - rij) (1 - dij))

where u = DCi.

The exact derivations of these belief and plausibility measures is presented in appendix A2 as

proofs of the theorems 5 and 6.

4.8 Salience measuring function

The salience of an attribute class is measured as the midpoint of the range determined by the

belief and plausibility of its dominance:

Definition 15:  The salience of attribute class i is measured by the function

SL(i) = (Bel(DOMi) + P* (DOMi))/2 ‚ i: i e Ac

The functions that were defined in the preceding sections provide a systematic way of obtaining

evidence concerning the properties underlying the importance of attributes from classification

schemes. As such, they reflect the key assumption of the salience model  that a classification

scheme is an useful source of evidence, since it results from a set of modelling decisions, which

express, at least partially, the semantics of the attributes [17].
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Nevertheless, this evidence might be weak (as in the case of attribute determinance) especially

when classification schemes are substantially incomplete. To cope with such cases the salience

model can accommodate further belief measures about the discussed properties, which a user

may wish to provide. In [17], Spanoudakis discusses how particular classes of basic probability

assignments, including the simple support  and bayesian belief functions that reflect a broad

range of types of uncertainty [16], could be combined with the existing evidence functions to

improve the accuracy of the salience range if relevant knowledge is available.

5. Algorithms and computational complexity

The algorithm for computing the various belief measures and the salience of an attribute is

shown in figure 9. This algorithm uses the scope, the refining classes and the possible ranges of

the attribute, which may be retrieved using the algorithm  shown in figure 8.

ALGORITHM: RetrieveSalienceSets(x,S,R,AR)

INPUT: x /* the identifier of the original class of the

attribute whose salience sets are to be retrieved */

OUTPUT: S /* the scope of x */

R /* the refining classes of x */

AR /* the possible class ranges of x */

STEPS:

get all the subclasses of ox.From and insert them in set S;

R = {ox.From};

AR = {ox.To};

CLS = {x};

while CLS ≠ º do

NEXTSUB = º;

for each y in CLS do

SUB = oy.Sub;

for each z in SUB do

if n(z) =n(x) then

NEXTSUB = NEXTSUB ¡ {z};

R = R ¡ {oz.From};

AR = AR ¡ {oz.To};

endif

endfor

endfor

CLS = NEXTSUB ;

endwhile

Figure 8: The algorithm for the retrieval of salience sets

Both these algorithms assume that an object is represented according to the tuple forms introduced
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in section 2, except that the sets Isa and Sub contain the direct, rather than the transitive



closures of the superclasses and the subclasses of an object, respectively.

ALGORITHM: EvaluateSalience(i,SL)

INPUT: i /* a unique identifier of an attribute class */

OUTPUT: SL /* the salience of i */

STEPS:

j = OCi;

RetrieveSalienceSets(j,Si,Ri,ARi);

Bch = |ARi|/|Si|;

get the direct instances of oj.From and insert them in set EXTd;

get all the instances oj.From and insert them in set EXT;

EXTs = EXT - EXTd;

Babs= |EXTs|/|EXT|;

Bdom = Bch Babs;

P*dom = 1 - Bdom;

A' = º;

for each x in S do

A = º;

A= ox.A;

for each y in A do

z = OCy;

A' = A' ¡ {z};

endfor

endfor

for each z in A' do

Sz = º; Rz = º; ARz = º; crd1 = 0;

RetrieveSalienceSets(z,Sz,RzARz);

crd3 = |Sz|;

for each x in S do

if c ‰ Sz then

crd1 = crd1 + 1

else

Sz = Sz - {x}

endif

endfor

crd2 = |Sz|;

dz = (crd1 + crd2) / (crd1 + crd3);

P*dom = P*dom dz;

endfor

SL = (Bdom + P*dom )/2;

Figure 9: The algorithm for salience computation

The worst case time complexity of the algorithm in figure 8 is O(N1
2+ N2

2logN2) where N1 is the
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number of the subclasses of the domain class of the input attribute and N2 is the number of the



subclasses of the attribute itself. In particular, N1
2 is the cost of retrieving the transitive closure

of the subclasses of the domain class of the attribute and N2
2logN2 is the cost of traversing the

transitive closure of its own subclasses (i.e. the outermost iteration in figure 8). According to

Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [12] this traverse takes at most N2
2 steps. Each of these steps

involves the insertion of a class z into the set NEXTSUB which takes at most logN2 steps (binary

search for set membership against NEXTSUB, which has at most N2 elements).

The worst case time complexity of the algorithm in figure 9 is

O(N1log N1+(N2
2+N3

2logN3)+(N4N2+N2
2)+N4+(ÍyNylogNy)+(Íy'N2y

2+N3z
2logN3z)+(N2ÍzlogN2z))

where N1 is the number of all the superclasses of the attribute class i; N2 is the number of the

classes in the scope of i; N3 is the number of all the subclasses of the domain class of i; N4 is the

number of all the instances in the extension of the domain class of i; Ny is the number of the

superclasses of each attribute y which is associated with some class in the scope of i; N2z is the

number of the classes in the scope of each attribute class z (i.e. the original class of an attribute

y); and N3z is the number of all the subclasses of the domain class of z.

The previous complexity measure aggregates the following cost factors:

i) (N1 log N1) is the cost of retrieving the original class of i

ii) (N2
2 + N3

2 log N3) is the cost of retrieving the salience sets Si, Ri and ARi of i

iii) (N4 N2 + N2
2) is the  cost of retrieving the instances of the domain class of i

iv) N4 is the cost of computing the difference of the sets EXT and EXTd

v) (Íy Ny log Ny ) is the cost of retrieving the original classes z of all the attributes y of the classes

in the scope of i

vi) (Íz N2z
2 + N3z

2 log N3z ) is the cost of retrieving the salience sets Sz,Rz and ARz for all z

vii) (N2Ízlog N2z ) is the cost of testing whether the classes in the scope of i also belong to the

scopes of all z

6. An example

In the following, we give an example of salience estimates computed from the classification

scheme of figure 10. This scheme is a generalisation taxonomy of various classes of employees in

a research institute. The numbers in parentheses indicate the cardinalities of the extensions of

the relevant classes.
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ResearchStaff (80)
 AdminStaff (14)

Research
Group

 belongsTo

Senior
Researchers (10)

PhDDegree

 ResearchProject

 manages

Qualification

ForeignLangCert

 Isa  attribute

 ResearchInstEmployee (118)

qualification

 worksFor

 qualification  qualification

 qualification

 qualification

Masters
Degree

Researchers (110)
Staff (88)

SecurityNumber  securityNumber

employmentAgreement
EmpAgreement

ResearchContract
employmentAgreement

Contract employmentAgreement

ResearchInstScholars (80)

employmentAgreement
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Researchers (20)

 qualification

Admin
Managers (2)

GroupLeaders (4)

PermanentRes
Contract

Junior
Researchers (50)

employmentAgreement

directAdminTask
 responsibleFor

Secretaries (7)

Accountants (7)
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AccountingDegree
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employment
Agreement

Permanent
Contract

Temporary
ResContract

employment
Agreement

employment
Agreement

Research
Assistants (20)

Research
Students (10)

enrolledAt

University

employment
Agreement

employment
AgreementResScholarship

StudScholarship

Figure 10: An extended classification scheme for employees

Table 1 presents evidence, belief, plausibility and salience measures for the attributes in figure

10. Subscripts 1 and 2 distinguish between measures obtained considering all kinds of dependencies

or only total equivalencies, respectively.

Attribute (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

employmentAggreement 0.53 1 0 0.17 0.53 1 0.92

qualification 0.4 1 0 0.15 0.4 1 0.91

enrolledAt 0.33 1 0.25 0.47 0.33 0.83 0.68

manages 0.33 0.6 0.1 0.28 0.198 0.92 0.77

worksFor 0.1 1 0 0 0.1 1 1

belongsTo 0.1 1 0 0 0.1 1 1

securityNumber 0.06 1 0 0 0.06 1 1

responsibleFor 1 0 0.44 0.64 0 0.56 0.36

direct 1 0 0.44 0.64 0 0.56 0.36

keepAccountsOf 1 0 0.81 0.77 0 0.19 0.23

(1) = mi
ch, (2) = mi

a, (3) = Bel1(DETi), (4) = Bel2(DETi),

(5) = Bel(DOMi), (6) = P*1(DOMi) , (7) = P*2(DOMi)
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As shown in this table, the attribute classes employmentAggreement and qualification are the

more salient. They are not only abstract (cf. column mi
a in table 1) but also characteristic.

Furthermore, a dependency mapping between them cannot be precluded (cf. columns (3) and (4)

in table 1) as a result of non classes in their scopes or significant numbers of non common

refinements. This is an intuitive result, since the qualifications of an employee determine the

kind of the job he/she is eligible for and consequently the type of the contract he/she may have.

At the other end of the spectrum, the attribute class keepAccountsOf is not abstract, determinant

(cf. columns (2), (3) and (4) in table 1)and characteristic for the entire classification scheme.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have defined, analysed and presented algorithms for computing a model of

salience, which measures the importance of attributes from classification schemes. This model

can be used as a component of systems for inexact information retrieval from databases, which

store objects with complex structures and are organised according to multi-dimensional

classification schemes that may be revised in the context of their use.

The salience model is articulated around a set of properties which concern the modelling of

attributes in classification schemes and provides functions which relax the defining conditions of

these properties and measure the extent to which they are satisfied in the case of specific

attributes. Thus it estimates the importance of attributes in the descriptions of objects, without

placing unreasonable demands for additional information to the user. However, user-supplied

information may also be utilised for generating more accurate measures of importance, as discussed

in [17]. The model scales well with complex classification schemes because of its polynomial

complexity. Also, salience measures do not need to be re-evaluated each time a query is issued.

They can be searched for in look-up tables which must be updated only as a consequence of

changes to the classification scheme.

Preliminary evidence obtained from the application of the model in tasks of retrieving software

artifacts [19,20,21,22] has indicated a promising behaviour. However, this by no means neglects

the need for systematic evaluation of its performance in large scale experiments.
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Appendix

A1. Elements of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence

Belief in the context of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [16] is a function

(a1) Bel: PowersetOf(Á) › [0...1]

which obeys the following axioms:

(a2) Bel(º) = 0

(a3) Bel(Á) = 1

(a4) Bel(Ûi=1
n Pi) ≥ SI Ï {1,2,...,n},I ≠ º (-1)|I|+1Bel(Ù i e I Pi)

n = |PowersetOf(Á)| and Pi Ï Á ,(i=1,...,n)

In these axioms, Á is a set of mutually exclusive propositions referred to as frame of discernment,

and P is a subset of Á that expresses the logical disjunction of its elements.

The belief committed to P, Bel(P) , results from accumulating the beliefs committed to its subsets.

As such, it is called total belief and is distinguished from the so called [16] basic probability

assignment or mass to P. The basic probability assignment is the belief that somebody commits

exactly to P, cannot be split to any subset of it and is defined as a function m, obeying the

following axioms:

(a5) m: PowersetOf(Á) › [0,...,1]

(a6) m(º) = 0

(a7) SPÏ Á m(P) = 1

All the subsets of Á , which are assigned a non zero basic probability (i.e. m(P) > 0 ) are referred

to as the focals of m. Each basic probability assignment m induces a unique belief function

defined as:

(a8) Bel(A) = SB Ï A m(B)

The total belief about a proposition P, Bel(P) does not reflect the extent to which somebody fails

to doubt P. This is given by a third measure called upper probability (or plausibility [16]), defined

as:

P*(P) = 1 - Bel(P) = SB Ï Á m(B) - SA Ï Pm(A) =SB Ù P ≠ ºm(B)

Since SB Ù P ≠ ºm(B) ≥ SB Ï Pm(B) also P*(P) ≥ Bel(P). Hence, for each proposition P, we have a

range in which its belief falls, the range [Bel(P),...,P*(P)]. In essence, P*(P) reflects the total

belief which has not been assigned to the negation of P.
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Two distinct basic probability assignments m1 and m2 induced by distinct bodies of evidence can



be combined according to the rule of the orthogonal sum:

m1 + m2 =SX Ù Y = Pm1(X)m2(Y) / (1 - k0)

k0 = SV Ù W = º, V Ï  Á, W Ï  Ám1(V)m2(W)

k0 in this formula is a normalising parameter that increases the belief assigned to the intersections

of the focals of m1 and m2 which are not empty by distributing belief, that would be assigned to

the empty intersections of these focals, evenly among them.

A2. Proofs of theorems

Theorem 1: The evidence measure mi
ch is a basic probability assignment.

Proof:

Axiom a5: By its definition mi
ch (P) ≥ 0 . Also by definition 11, ‚ x : (x e AR[i]) › (· y , z : (y e

R[i]) and (z e o(y) . A) and (o(z) .To = x)) implying that AR[i] Ï R[i] and |AR[i]| ≤ |R[i]|.

Furthermore, by definition 10, ‚ x : x e R[i] › x e S[i] and thus R[i] Ï S[i] and |R[i]| ≤ |S[i]|.

Therefore, ei = |AR [i]| / |S[i]| ≤ 1 and 1 - ei ≤ 1 or equivalently, mi
ch ≤ 1 .

Axiom a6: It is implied by the definition of the focals, CHi and CHi of mi
ch as non empty sets in

the frame of discernment Á .

Axiom a7: ÍP Ï Á mi
ch (P) = mi

ch (CHi) + mi
ch (CHi) + ÍP Ï Á & P ≠ CHi & P ≠ CHi

 mi
ch (P) = ci + (1 - ci) + 0 = 1

Theorem 2: The evidence measure mi
a is a basic probability assignment.

Proof:

Axiom a5: By its definition mi
a (P) ≥ 0 . Also, by definition 5 ‚ x : x e EXTs [j] › x e EXT[j] .

Therefore, EXTs[j] Ï EXT [j]} and |EXTs[j]| ≤ |EXT [j]| or equivalently mi
a ≤ 1.

Axiom a6: It is implied by the definition of the focals ABSi and ABSi of mi
a as non empty sets in

the frame of discernment Á .

Axiom a7: ÍP Ï Á mi
a (P) = mi

a (ABSi) + mi
a (ABSi) + ÍP Ï Á & P ≠ ABSi & P ≠ ABSi

 mi
a (P) = ej+ (1-ej)+0=1

Theorem 3: The evidence measure mij
ncs is a basic probability assignment.

Proof:

Axiom a5 By its definition, mij
ncs(P) ≥ 0. Also, since (S[i] - S[j]) ™ (S[j] - S[i]) = º and |S[i] - S[j]|

+|S[j]-S[i]| = |(S[i]-S[j]) ¡ (S[j]-S[i])| ≤ |S[i] ¡ S[j]| or equivalently, mij
ncs(P) ≤ 1.

Axiom a6: It is implied by the definition of the focals Mj and Á of mij
ncs as non empty sets in the

frame of discernment Á .
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Axiom a7: ÍP Ï Á mij
ncs (P) = mij

ncs (Mj) + mij
ncs (Á) + ÍP Ï Á & P ≠ Mj & P ≠ Ámij

ncs (P) = dij + (1 - dij) + 0 = 1



Theorem 4: The function mij
nc is a basic probability assignment.

Proof:

Axiom a5: By its definition mij
ncr(P) ≥ 0 . Also, |(S[i] - R[i]) ™ R[j]| + |(S[j] - R[j]) ™ R[i]| ≤ |R[j] -

R[i]| + |R[i] - R[j]| ≤ |R[i] ¡ R[j]| or equivalently, mij
ncr ≤ 1 .

Axiom a6: It is implied by the definition of the focals Mj and Á of mij
ncr as non empty sets in the

frame of discernment Á .

Axiom a7: ÍP Ï Á mij
ncr (P) = mij

ncr (Mj) + mij
ncr (Á) + ÍP Ï Á & P ≠ Mj & P ≠ Á mij

ncr (P) = rij+ (1-rij)+0=1

Lemma 1: The basic probability assignments mi
ch, mi

a, mij
ncs and mij

ncr can be combined into total

beliefs in any possible order.

Proof: The focals of mi
ch, mi

a, mij
ncs and mij

ncr are Cr(mi
ch) – CHi ¡ CHi = Á, Cr(mi

a) – ABi ¡ ABc
i =

Á, and Cr(mij
ncs) = Cr(mij

ncr) – Mij ¡ Á = Á (forall j=1,...,n). Therefore, their intersection is not

empty and by theorem 3.4 in ([16] p. 63) mi
ch, mi

a, mij
ncs and mij

ncr can be combined in any possible

order.

Lemma 2: It holds that ÍI Ï {1,2,...,n} ∏jeI xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) = 1 if 0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 and Íj=1,...,n xj = 1

Proof (by induction on n):

Base Case(n=2): ÍI Ï {1,2} ∏jeI xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) = (1- x1) (1-x2) + x1 (1- x2) + (1- x1) x2 + x1 x2 = 1

Induction hypothesis (n = k): ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k} ∏jeI xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) = 1

Induction step (n = k + 1): ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k,k+1}∏jeI xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) =

ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k} ∏j e I ¡ {k+1}xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) + ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k} ∏j e I xj ∏j e Ic ¡ {k+1}(1 - xj)) =

ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k} xk+1 ∏j e I xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) + ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k} (1 - xk+1) ∏j e I xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) =

xk+1 ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k}∏j e I xj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) + (1 - xk+1) ÍI Ï {1,2,...,k}∏j e Ixj ∏jeIc (1 - xj) = xk+1 + 1 - xk+1 = 1

Lemma 3: The combination of the basic probability assignments mij
ncs results into the following

combined basic probability assignment:

mncs (P) = ∏jeI dij ∏j e Ic(1 - dij) if P=™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj

mncs (P) = ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij) if P=Á

Proof (by induction on n):

Base Case (n=2): The pairwise intersections between the focals of mi1
ncs and mi2

ncs are not empty

(M1 ™ M2 ≠ º, M1 ™ Á = M1 ≠ º, Á ™ M2 = M2 ≠ º, Á ™ Á = Á ≠ º). Thus, their combination,

according to the rule of the orthogonal sum ( cf. appendix 1) gives (k0 = 0):
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mncs (M1 ™ M2) = mi1
ncs (M1) mi2

ncs (M2) = di1 di2

mncs (M1 ™ Á) = mi1
ncs (M1) mi2

ncs (Á) = di1 (1 - di2)

mncs (Á ™ M2) = mi1
ncs (Á) mi2

ncs (M2) = (1 - di1) di2, and

mncs (Á ™ Á) = mi1
ncs (Á) mi2

ncs (Á) = (1 - di1) (1 - di2)

Induction hypothesis (n = k):

m'ncs (™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k} & I ≠ º} Mj) = ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij), and m'ncs (Á) = ∏j=1
k(1 - dij)

Induction step (n = k + 1): The pairwise intersections are:

™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k} & I ≠ º} Mj ™ Mk+1 = ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k+1} & I ≠ º} Mj ≠ º Á ™ Mk +1 = M k +1 ≠ º

™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k} & I ≠ º} Mj ™ Á = ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k} & I ≠ º} Mj ≠

 Á ™ Á = Á ≠ º

Thus, by applying the rule of the orthogonal sum (cf. appendix 1) we get:

mncs (™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k+1} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m'ncs  (™{j e I' , I' Ï {1,2,...,k} & I' ≠ º} Mj) mi k+1
ncs  (M k+1) =

∏j e I'dij ∏j e I'c(1 - dij) di k+1 = ∏j e I' ¡ {k+1}dij ∏j e I' c(1 - dij) = ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

mncs (™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,k} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m'ncs (™{j e I' , I' Ï {1,2,...,k} & I' ≠ º} Mj) mi k+1
ncs (Á) =

∏j e I'dij ∏j e I'c(1 - dij) (1 - di k+1) = ∏j e I' dij ∏j e I'c ¡ {k+1} (1 - di k+1) = ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

mncs (Á ™ M k+1) = m'ncs (Á) mi k+1
ncs (Mk+1) = ∏j=1

k (1 - dij) di k+1 =

∏j e k+1dij ∏j e {1,2,...,k}(1 - dij)

mncs (Á ™ Á) = m'ncs (Á) mi k+1
ncs  (Á) = ∏j=1

k (1 - dij) (1 - di k+1) = ∏j=1
k+1(1 - dij)

Lemma 4: The combination of the two basic probability assignments mij
ncs and mij

ncr results into

the following function:

mij
ncsr (P)= 1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij) if P = Mj

mij
ncsr (P)= (1 - dij) (1 - rij) if P = Á

Proof: The pairwise intersections between the focals Mj and Á of mij
ncs with the focals Mj and Á of

mij
ncr , Mj ™ Mj = Mj , Mj ™ Á = Mj , Á ™ Mj = Mj and Á ™ Á = Á are not empty. Thus, mij

ncs and mij
ncr

can be combined according to the rule of the orthogonal sum (ko = 0 , cf. appendix 1) as it follows:

mij
ncsr (Mj) = mij

ncr(Mj) mij
ncs(Mj) + mij

ncr(Mj) mij
ncs(Á) + mij

ncr(Á) mij
ncs(Mj) = 1 - ((1- rij) (1 - dij)), and

mij
ncsr (Á) = mij

ncr(Á) mij
ncs(Á) = (1- rij) (1 - dij)

Lemma 5: The combination of the basic probability assignments mij
ncsr of lemma 4 results into the

following basic probability assignment:

mncsr (P) = ∏jeI (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) ∏jeIc (1 - dij) (1 - rij) if P=™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n}} Mj and

mncsr (P) = ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij) (1 - rij) if P=Á

Proof: The proof of lemma 3 substituting mncsr for mncs, mij
ncsr for mij

ncs , and (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) for
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Lemma 6: a) The combination of the basic probability assignments mij
ncs , j=1,2, ... ,n provides

total belief for the non-determinance of an attribute i, DETi measured as:

Bel1 (DETi) = ∏j=1,...,n dij

b) The combination of the basic probability assignments mij
ncs and mij

ncr, j=1,2, ... ,n provides total

belief for the non-determinance of an attribute j, DETi measured as:

Bel2 (DETi) = ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - rij) (1 - dij))

Proof: a) Bel1 (DETi) = Bel1 (™j=1,...,n Mj) = Í{X Ï Ù j=1,...,n Mj}
mncs (X) = mncs (™j=1,...,n Mj), and by lemma 3

Bel1 (DETi) = ∏j=1,...,n dij .

b) Bel2 (DETi) = Bel2 (™j=1,...,n Mj) = Í{X Ï Ù j=1,...,n Mj}
 mncsr (X) = mncsr (™j=1,...,n Mj), and by lemma 4 Bel2

(DETi) = ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - rij) (1 - dij))

Theorem 5: The combination of the basic probability assignments mi
a, mi

ch and mncs results into

the following total belief and plausibility for the dominance of i:

Bel(DOMi) = ci eu

Bel(DOMi) = (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n dij

P*(DOMi) = 1- (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n dij

where u = DCi .

Proof: By lemma 1, mi
a, mi

ch, and mncs can be combined in any possible order.

Step 1 (combination of mi
a, mi

ch): The pairwise intersections between the focals of mi
a and mi

ch are

not empty. Consequently, their combination according to the rule of the orthogonal sum (k0 = 0 ,

cf. appendix 1) gives:

m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = mi
a(ABSi) mi

ch(CHi) = eu ci m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = mi
a(ABSi) mi

ch(CHi) = (1 - eu) ci

m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = mi
a(ABSi) mi

ch(CHi) = eu (1 - ci) m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = mi
a(ABSi) mi

ch(CHi) = (1 - eu) (1

- ci)

Step 2 (combination of m' , mncs): The focals of mncs and m' (obtained in the previous step) have

non empty intersections. Thus, by applying of the rule of the orthogonal sum (k0 = 0 , cf.

appendix 1):

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =

ci eu ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =

ci (1 - eu) ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =
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m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =

(1 - ci) (1 - eu) ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (Á) = ci eu ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (Á) = ci (1 - eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (Á) = (1 - ci) eu ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncs (Á) = (1 - ci) (1 - eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

These basic probability assignments are accumulated into beliefs according to axiom a7 (cf.

appendix 1) as it follows:

Bel(DOMi) = Í{X Ï (ABSi Ù CHi) ¡ DETi}
 m"(X) = Í{I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º}m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™j e I Mj) + m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™

Á) = ci eu (ÍI Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º}(∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)) + ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)) = ci eu (Í{I Ï {1,2,...,n}} ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij))

and by lemma 1 Bel(DOMi) = ci eu .

Bel(DOMi) = Í{X Ï (ABSi ¡ CHi) Ù DETi)}
m"(X) =

m"((ABSi ¡ CHi) ™j=1,...,n Mj) + m"((ABSi ¡ CHi) ™j=1,...,n
 Mj) + m"((ABSi ¡ CHi) ™j=1,...,n

 Mj) =

(1 - eu) ci ∏j=1,...,n dij + eu (1 - ci) ∏j=1,...,n dij + (1 - eu) (1 - ci) ∏j=1,...,n dij = (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n dij .

Therefore, P* (DOMi) = 1- (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n dij

Theorem 6: The combination of the basic probability assignments mi
a, mi

ch, mij
ncs and mij

ncr

results into the following total belief and plausibility for the dominance of i:

Bel(DOMi) = ci eu

Bel(DOMi) = (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - rij) (1 - dij))

P*(DOMi) = 1- (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - rij) (1 - dij))

where u = DCi.

Proof: As shown in theorem 5, the basic probability assignments mi
ch and mi

a can be combined

providing belief for the following focals: m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = eu ci, m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = (1 - eu) ci,

m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = eu (1 - ci), and m'(ABSi ™ CHi) = (1 - eu) (1 - ci). The pairwise intersections

between the focals of m' and mncsr are not empty and therefore m' and mncsr can be combined

according to the rule of the orthogonal sum (k0 = 0 , cf. appendix 1) as follows:

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = ci eu ∏jeI

dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™{j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =

ci (1 - eu) ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =
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m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (™ {j e I , I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} Mj) =

(1 - ci) (1 - eu) ∏jeI dij ∏jeIc (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (Á) = ci eu ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (Á) = ci (1 - eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (Á) = (1 - ci) eu ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á) = m' (ABSi ™ CHi) m
ncsr (Á) = (1 - ci) (1 - eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij)

These basic probability assignments are accumulated into beliefs according to axiom a7 (cf.

appendix 1) as it follows:

Bel(DOMi)= ÍX Ï (ABS i Ù CHi) ¡ DETi
m"(X)= Í{I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º}m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™j e I Mj)+m"(ABSi ™ CHi ™ Á)=

ci eu (Í{I Ï {1,2,...,n} & I ≠ º} (∏jeI (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij))) ∏jeIc (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) + ∏j=1,...,n (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) =

ci eu (Í{I Ï {1,2,...,n}} (∏jeI (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) ∏jeIc ((1 - dij) (1 - rij))))

Thus by lemma 2 Bel(DOMi) = ci eu .

Bel(DOMi) = Í{X Ï (ABSi ¡ CHi) Ù DETi)}
 m"(X) =

m"((ABSi ¡ CHi) ™j=1,...,n Mj) + m"((ABSi ¡ CHi) ™j=1,...,n
 Mj) + m"((ABSi ¡ CHi) ™j=1,...,n

 Mj) =

(1 - eu) ci ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) + eu (1 - ci) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) +

(1 - eu) (1 - ci) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij)) = (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij))

Therefore, P*(DOMi) = 1 - (1 - ci eu) ∏j=1,...,n (1 - (1 - dij) (1 - rij))
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